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The Production and Escapeof Nitrogen Atoms on Mars
J. L. Fox

Institute for Terrestrial and Planetary Atmospheres, State University oj• New York at Stony Brook
We have computed the production rates and densities of odd nitrogen species in the Martian
atmosphere using updated rate coefficients and a revised ionosphere-thermosphere model. We
find that the computed densities of NO are somewhat smaller than those measured by Viking 1,
but reasonable agreement can be obtained by assuming that the rate coefficient for loss of odd
nitrogen in the reaction of N with NO is smaller at temperatures that prevail in the lower Mar-

tian thermosphere(about 130-1(50K) than the standard value, which applies to temperaturesof
200-400 K. We have also modeled the escape fluxes of N from the Martian atmosphere due to
photodissociation, photodissociative ionization, and electron impact dissociatlve ionization of N:•,

ion-molecule
reactions,
anddissociative
recombination
ofN•+ . Themagnitudes
of thelattertwo
sources
depend
strongly
ontheN•+ density
profile,
forwhichtherearenoin situmeasurements.
The revised ionosphericmodel, which incorporates the larger electron temperatures recently derived from Viking measurements(Hansonand Mantas, 1988) and a lossprocessfor ions at high

altitudes(Shinagawa
and Cravens,1989),differssubstantially
from thoseof previousmodels(Fox

andDalgarno,
1979;1983;Fox,1989).In dissociative
recombination
ofN•+, sufficient
energy
for
escapeis availableonly whenthe productsare N(4S) + N(2D), and the resultsare therefore
sensitive to assumptions made about the product yields. Unfortunately, the experimental values

for the yieldsof excitedstatesof N in dissoclativerecombination(Queffelecet al., 1985) differ
signlflcantlyfrom thoseobtainedin recent ab inltio calculations(Guberman, 1991). When the
theoretical data are employed, the computed isotope ratio enhancement and the initial column

densityobtainedare about2.(5and 1.0 x 10:•3cm-:•, respectively.
The existenceof a denseearly
atmosphereis consistentwith this model. If the initial CO• pressureis assumedto be 2 bars,

exponential
lossof the atmosphere
with a time constantof about 2.2 x 10x6 s (7 x 10s years)
reproduces the measured isotope ratio.

1. INTRODUCTION

many of the rate coefficients have been revised since then.

In the terrestrial atmosphere, ionospheric reactions are also

It has been more than 16 years sincethe mass spectrom- an important source of N atoms, but for Mars, the densities

eters on the Viking landers measured the densities of neutral speciesand by inference the neutral temperatures in

of onlythreeof the mostimportantions(O•, CO•+, and
O+) over a limited altitude rangecouldbe inferredfrom

the Martian thermosphereINter and McElroy, 1976, 1977], the RPA data. A complete ionosphericmodel was not availand the retarding potential analyzer (RPA) measuredthe able, although McElroy et al. [1976]and Hansonet al. [!977]

ion temperaturesand the density profilesof the major ions modeled the density profiles of the major ions. Foa:and Dal[Hansonet al., 1977]. The N• mixing ratio wasestablished garno [1979] presenteda photochemicalequilibrium model
as about 2.5% for a homopausenear 120 km, and NO den- of several ions, but there was considerableuncertainty in the

sities were also reported for a few altitudes below about 150
N•+ densities.
In the terrestrial
ionosphere,
chargetransfer
km. Thus it became possible,within the limits of the molec- from0 +('D) is knownto be a majorsource
of N•+ [Opular data available, to model the production rates and den- penheimer et al., 1976; see also Tort and Tort, 1982], but
sities of odd nitrogen species,constrainedby the measured insufficient
datawereavailable
to enablethe O+(•D) densi-

NO densities.McElroy et al. [1976]attemptedto modelthe ties on Mars to be confidently modeled. Foz and Dalgarno
NO densities,but found that they could obtain agreement [!980] discussedthe productionof N atomsand presenteda

only if the standard crosssectionsfor electron impact dissociationof N• [Winters, 1966] were increasedby a factor
of 5 below 40 eV. Later studiesby Zipf and McLaughlin
[1978]showedthat the Winters crosssectionswere fairly
accurate. Yunget al. [1977]constructedseveralmodelsof
nitrogen-containing
speciesin the Martian atmospherefrom
the surfaceto 200 km. The emphasisin this study was on
the odd-nitrogencompoundsto be expected in the lower
atmosphere. The NO densities computed by Yung et al.
at thermosphericaltitudes were substantiallylessthan the

preliminary photochemical equilibrium model calculation of

the N(•D) densityprofile.
The

wealth

of data

returned

from

the

ion and

neutral

spectrometerson the Pioneer Venus spacecraft[e.g., Niemann et al., 1980; Taylor et al., 1980] has, however,made
possible a more complete understanding of ion and neutral

Viking measured values for all of their models. Much of

the data requiredto model the odd nitrogenspeciesin the
thermospherewas,however,not availableat that time, and

chemistryin CO• upperatmospheres
[e.g.,Nagyet al., 1980;
Fox, 1982a,b; Gerardet al., 1988; Bougheret al., 1990]. Fox
and Dalgarno[1983]presenteda model of the Martian ionosphere that included transport of neutrals by diffusion and
eddy diffusion and transport of ions by ambipolar diffusion.

The NO densitiesmeasuredby Viking [Nier and McElroy,
1976] were adopted in their model. Someuncertainty in the
ionospheric profiles remained because of the unavailability
of or controversy about some important rate coefficientsfor

Copyright 1993 by the American Geophysical Union.
Papernumber92JE02289.

reactions involved in the odd-nitrogen chemistry, including
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the dissociative recombination of NO + and the reaction of
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O+(•D) with CO:. The latter reactionis importantin de- imposed at the upper boundary. Shinagawaand Cravens
termining
thedensity
profileof O+(:D) andthusthesource [1989];
(seealsoShinagawa
andCravens
[1992•])
constructed
of N•+ dueto chargetransferfromO+(:D) to N:. In ad- a one-dimensionalmagnetohydrodynamic
model of the Mardition, there were no data available concerningthe yields

tian ionosphere,
with whichthey soughtto examinethe interactionof the solarwind with the atmosphereand to deterSince then, discrepanciesin the temperature dependenceof mine if there wasevidencein the ion densityprofilesfor the
the NO + dissociative recombination coefficienthave been existenceof an intrinsicmagneticfield. They foundthat the
resolved[Dulaney et al., 1987; Davidsonand Hobson,1987; modelion profilesbest fit the data if no intrinsicmagnetic
Johnsen,1987],and the rate coefficientfor reactionof a mix- fieldwasassumedandif someion lossprocess
wereimposed

of N(4S)andN(:D)in dissociative
recombination
of N•.

tureof O+(:D) andO+(:P) withCO: hasbeen

at high altitudes. They proposedthat this loss was due to

[Viggianoet al., 1990]. New, but conflictinginformation the divergenceof the horizontalfluxes. On Venus,similar
hasbeenobtainedaboutthe yieldsof N('$) and N('D) high-altitudestructurein the electrondensityprofilesis ob-

in dissociative
recombination
of N•+ [Queffelec
et al., 1985; servedwhen the solar wind dynamic pressureexceedsthe
Guberrnan,1991].
thermalpressure
of theionosphere
[Luhrnann
et al., 1987].
When the Viking landers descendedthrough the atmoIn summary,this modelfor odd-nitrogen
and nitrogen
sphere, the mass spectrometers measured an anomalous

escapeincorporatesupdated neutral and ionosphericchem-

•SN:•4Nratio of 0.0080, about 1./;2 times the terrestrial istry, higherelectrontemperaturesand an upwardion flux
valueof 0.00358[Nier et al., 1975;Nier and McElroy,1977]. boundary conditionat the top of the atmosphere. Recent
This enhancement presumably results from differential es-

information about the yields of excited states in dissocia-

capeof XSN,the mixingratio of whichis reducedat the five recombinationis also incorporated. We showthat the
exobase(about 200 km) comparedto that in the bulk atmo- resulting
N•+ profiles
and/ordissociative
recombination
rate
sphere,becauseof diffusiveseparationabovethe homopause, differmarkedlyfromthosepreviously
reported[FoxandDalwhich is located at about 120 km. The escape of N from garno,1983; Fox, 1989],and the isotopeseparationeffectis
the Martian atmosphereis nonthermal and potential escape greater.Althoughconsiderable
uncertainties
aboutthe N•+
mechanismsinclude photodissociationof N:, which wasfirst

suggested
by Brinkmann[1971],photodissociative
ionization
and electron impact dissociativeionization of N2, a few ion-

molecule
reactions,
and dissociative
recombination
of N•+ .
The first post-Viking study of nitrogen escapefrom Mars
was carried out by MeElroy et al. [1977], who found dissociative recombination to be the most important source
of energetic nitrogen atoms at the Martian exobase, as did

Fox and Dalgarno[1980, 1983],in later investigations.Fox
and Dalgarno[1983]computedthe vibrational distribution

of N•+ at the Martianexobase
andshowed
that vibrational
excitation
of N•+ affectstheisotopeseparation
effectthat is
inherent in the dissociativerecombinationmechanism[Wal.
iis, 1978].
Ion temperatures in the Martian ionosphere were mea
sured by the RPA on the Viking spacecraft and reported

Hansonet al. [1977]. A smoothedversionof their profilewas
presentedby Fox and Dalgarno[1979],and we adopt that
profile here. From a comparison of model and measured ion
densities, Fox and Dalgarno inferred an electron temperature profile in which Te rose to a limiting value of about 350
K at about 180 km and was lower than the ion tempera-

tures at altitudes higher than 200 kin. Chen et al. [1978]
and Rohrbaughet al. [1979]computedmuchlarger electron
temperatures, but their computed values below 200 km differed from each other by up to a factor of 4. In the later

ionosphericmodel of Fox [1989], the electrontemperatures
were assumedequal to the ion temperatures. Recently, Han-

son and Mantas [1988] have used the Viking RPA data to
derive electron temperatures for altitudes greater than 200
km, and the reported values of 2000 to 3000 K are larger
than the ion temperatures by a factor that varies from about
4 at 200 km to about 0.5 at altitudes near 300 km. Figure

TEMPERATURE (KELVIN)

Fig. 1. Altitudeprofilesof the ion (Ti), electron(Tet), and

neutral (T•r) temperaturesin the Martian thermosphere.The
ion temperaturesshownare thosemeasuredby the Viking RPA
1, which is taken from Hanson and Mantas [1988], shows and reportedby Hanson et ai. [I 977]. The curveslabeledTe: and
the temperature profile that they inferred compared to the Teaare the temperaturesassociatedwith moreenergeticelectron
temperatureprofilescomputedby Rohrbaughet al. [1979] populationsderivedfrom the Viking RPA data and identifiedas
photoelectrons
and electronsof solarwind originby Hansonand
and Chen et al. [1978]. The use of high temperaturesin Mantas [1988]. The curveslabeled T, and Te are the electron
themodelproduces
O•+ densities
that diverge
sharplyfrom temperatureprofilescomputedby Rohrbauyhet ai. [1979]and
the measured values, if a zero flux boundary condition is Chenet ai. [1978].TakenfromHansonandManta• [1988].
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profile remain, it appears that a denseearly atmosphereis
requiredto suppressthe escapeof N and the efficientisotope
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separation that ensues.
2. THE

MODEl,

The thermosphere of Mars is composedmostly of
with small amounts of N2, O, CO, At, 02, and NO. The
model thermosphereusedhere is essentiallythe same as that

employedby Fox and Dalgarno[1979],whichis basedon the
neutral massspectrometermeasurementsof Viking 1 [McElroy et al., 1976]. The coupledcontinuityand flux equations

weresolved
for 19.ions,including
CO•
+, Ar+, N•+, O+(4S),
O+(2D),O+(2P),C+ N+ CO+ O•+ NO+ O++ andfive
neutralspecies,
including
NO, N(4S),N(2D),N(2P), andC
[cf. Fox, 1982a,b, 1989]. The lowerboundaryconditionsare

-•,300
Tn

200

photochemical
equilibrium
for all species
exceptN(4S) and
NO, for which the logarithmic derivative was fixed. This
will be discussedfurther in section 4. At the upper boundary, diffusive equilibrium was assumedfor the neutrals; for
the ions of interest, upward flux boundary conditions were
imposed, which will be discussedfurther in section 3. The
eddy diffusion coefficient was assumed to be given by the

expression
1.8 x 10•a/Mø'•cm2s
-•, whereM is the total
numberdensityof neutralsin cm-•, whichhas beenfound
to give a fairly good fit to the values presented by Nier

I
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I
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I

I
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I
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Fig. 2. Ion (Ti), electron(T e), and neutral (Tn) temperatures

and McElroy [1977]and whichis similar to the expression adopted in this model. The neutral temperature profile is that
derived from Pioneer Venus data for the thermosphere of

constructedby Foz and Dalgarno [1979]to fit the measuredneu-

VenusIron gahn et al., 1980]. The solarfluxesadoptedfor
high and low solar activity were taken from the F79050N

tral densities measured by Viking 1. The ion temperature profile
is a smoothed version of the ion temperatures measured by the
RPA on Viking 1, and the electron temperature profile was constructed to approximate the values computed by Rohrbaugh et al.
[1979].

and SC#21REFW

spectra, respectively, of H. Hinteregger

(privatecommunication,
1979) [cf. Tort et al., 1979]. The
interaction of energetic electronswith nitrogen gas has been

modeledby Fox and Victor [1988],who usedcrosssections
for electron impact excitation, ionization and dissociation

3. MOLECULAR

DATA

of N2 from Ajello and Shernansky[1985], Cartwright et al.

[1977](seealso Trajrnaret al. [1983]),Rappand EnglanderThe major sourcesof odd nitrogen are photodissociation
Golden[1965], Croweand McConkey[1973],and Zip/and and electron impact dissociation of N2. There is little inMcLaughlin[1978](seealsoZipf [1984]).The crosssections formation availableabout the yields of the excited 2D and
for electronimpact excitation and ionization of N2 usedhere 2p electronic
statesof N in photodissociation
of N2. In this
are the same as those employed by Fox and Victor.

work, as in previousmodels, we have assumedthat every
time a channel becomesenergeticallyallowed, the yield for
sphere that takes into account the high electron tempera- that channelgoesto 1. While this may not be strictly cortures, and loss of ions from the top of the ionosphere. The rect, the result obtained for solar photodissociationat small
assumed temperatures profiles are shown in Figure 2. The optical depthsis that about 55% of the N atoms are proneutral temperature profile is the same as that constructed ducedin excited states, 32% in 2D and 23% in 2p. This
by Fox and Dalgarno [1979]to fit the neutral densitypro- is similar to the common assumption that 50% of the N
files measured by Viking 1 and is given by the expression atomsare producedin the 2D state and 50% in the 4S state
We have constructed

a new model

of the Martian

iono-

T,• = 225 - 95exp[(100- z)/70]. The ion temperatureis a
smoothed version of the ion temperature profile measured by

[e.g.,Ruschet al., 1991]. Sincelossof N(2P) is mostlyby
radiation(and quenching)
to N(2D), the assumptions
are

the RPA on Viking 1, as presentedby Hansonet al. [1977]. equivalentfor all practical purposes.
The assumedelectron temperature profile is given by

The rate coefficients for ion-molecule and neutral-neutral

reactions that are important to the production and loss of
T• =iF,,;

z < 130km

Te =700- 536exp[(130- z)/65.4];130 < z < 180km
Te =4200 - 3750exp[(180- z)/89.6]; z > 180km,

nitrogenatomsand otheroddnitrogenspecies
(NO, NO+ ,
N+) and thoseionospheric
reactions
that havebeenupdated sincethe modelsof Fox [1982a,b]and Fox and Dalgarno[1983]are shownin Table 1. Dissociativerecombina-

tionof N• (reaction
(R1)in Table1)
whichis similarto that calculatedby Rohrbaughet al. [1979]
(seeFigure 1). We chosethe profile of Rohrbaughet al. in

N•+ +e• N+N
prefe?ence
to that of Chenet al. [1978]becausewe found
that theobserved
O•+ densityprofilecouldbe betterfitted is an important sourceof nitrogenatoms. The uncertainty
below 200 km with these values.
in the N•+ densities
that existedin previous
studiesdueto
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TABLE 1. Rate Coefficientsfor ReactionsInvolvin$ Odd Nitrosen and Nitrosen Escapein the Martian Atmosphere and Other Rate

Coefficients
That HaveBeenUpdatedSincethe Modelsof Foz [1982a,b]
andFoz a•zgDalgarr•o [1983]

No.
(R1)
(R•)

Reaction

RateCoefficient,
cmSs- 1

2.2(-7)•(3007,)ø's9
4.3(-7)(300/T•)ø'?
76• N('D); 24• N(4S)
1.4(--10)a(300/•)0'44
1.2(-12)(300/•) ø'4x

N:++e--* N+N
NO + + e -• N + O

N•+ + O --* NO+ + N
(R4)

O+ + N•. -• NO + + N

•

Reœerences

Zip/[198o]
Davidsor•
a•d Ho•$or•
[19871
Kleyet at. [1977]
McFarlandet al. [1974]
Burleyet al.

< 1625 K;

6.0(- 13)(• / 1625)
•
(R•)
(R6)

(rts)
(so)
(too)

> 1625 K

N + + CO --+ N + CO +

5.9(--10)

Miller ei •. [1984]

O++ + N•. --+ N + + N + O+

• 1.6(-9) •

Howor}•ei •. [1979]

o+('D) +
+o
O•+ + NO -->NO+ + O•.

8(-10)
4,8(-10)
2.s(- 10)
3.1(-10)

Joku•eu•ud Bioudi[198o]
5miik ei al. [1978]
5miik ei •l.
Ymitk ei •l. [198s]

S0%N('D);

O'Kef

9.S(- ll)
4.8(-10)
1.0(-9)

(10)
Z•oll•e g•d Henri [1989]
Viggi•uoei •. [1990]

6.9(-13)
3.5(-13)
6.9(-11)
3.8(-12)T•
ø's•
3.4x 10-• ,eetext

seealsoM{ic•e• [1990]
Fe• ei •. [1990]
Piper ei •.
Fe• ei •. [1990]
Berriugiou •
B•r}e [1981]
DeMote et •. [1992]

N + + CO•. --• CO+ + NO

N+ +O• --• N +O•+

(Rx•)
(R13)

O•+ + N(•'D)-• O•.+ N+
+
+o
O+(2D,' P) + CO•.--• CO•
++ O
--. CO+ O•+

(R14)

CO + +e-•C+O

(R15)
(R16)
(RI?)
(R18)
(R•.9)

N(•'D)+ O -->N(4S)+ O
N(•'D) + CO, --+NO + CO
N('D) q-NO -• N, + O
N('D) + e --+N(4S)+ e
N(45)d-NO --• N, + O

a Readas 2.2 X 10- ?.

b The rate coefficient
for thisreactions
is an upperlimit. The products
areunknown,
but the di$sociative
channel
probably
dominates.

and
the unknownrate coefficient
for reactionof O+(2D) with that indicateda similarT•-ø's•temperaturedependence
CO2 has now been largely resolvedby the work of Viggiano a 300 K value of 1.8 x 10-• cmz s-x. Measurements and cal-

et al. [1990],whomeasuredthe rate coefficientfor reactionof

culations subsequent to the Noren et al. study have tended

a mixtureof O+(:D) andO+(:P) withCO:; theyreported to support these earlier measurements. The flowing afterthat the total rate coefficientis about 1.06x 10-9 cm3s-•,

glow/Langmuirprobe experimentof Canosaet al. [1991]

with the majorproductchannelbeingCO•+ + O.

indicated
that dissociative
recombination
fromv = 0 of N•+

The rate coefficient adopted here for the dissociativere-

proceeds
with a 300 K rate coefficient
of 2.6 x 10-• cmzs-x .

combination
of N•+ is that reportedby Zipf [1980]:2.2 x Guberrnan[1991]has performedlarge ab initio calculations
recombination
ofN•+(v = 0) andhasreported
10-•(300/T•)0.39
cmzs-1. The valueusedin previous
mod- ofdissociative
of 1.6 X 10-'($00/T,)ø'zzcmzs-•. Since
els,3.5 x 10-• cmzs-• at 300K [FozandDalgarno,1979, a rate coefficient
in ourmodel
1980, 1983; Foz, 1982] was that measuredby Mul and Mc- about40%oftheN•+(v) ionsabovetheexobase
Cowan[1979];it is one of thosesubjectto a downwardre- are vibrationally excited, the rate coefficientfor ground state
The valuereportedby Zip•
vision by a factor of 2 due to an error in the data analy- N•+ is not entirelyappropriate.
sis that appliesto all mergedbeam measurements
reported [1980]appliesto an N•+ plasmawith a vibrationaltemperby the University of Western Ontario group prior to 1985 ature of about 1500 K [Johnsen,1987]. Bates and Mitchell
[Norenet al., 1989; Mitchell, 1990]. (The rate coefficient [1991]reanalyzedthe data of Zipf[1980] and reporteda rate

for dissociative
recombination
of CO+ reaction(R14)is also coefficient of 2.6 x 10-• cmz s-• at •00 K for dissociative
fromthe groundstateof N2
+. Furthermore,
amongthoseso revised.) Noren et al. [1989]haverecently recombination
measured the cross sections for dissociative recombination

they concluded also that the rate coefficientsfor dissociative

of N•+ in the first two vibrationallyexcited
of N•+ in the groundvibrationalstateand deriveda rate recombination
coefficient
of 3.6 x 10-s cmzs-x at 300 K, whichis about a
factor of 5 lower than the previously acceptedvalues. Prior
measurements

of the dissociative

recombination

coefficient

levels were smaller, but they could not derive numerical values. We adopt the rate coefficient of Zipf as our standard
value, but we consider the consequencesfor the model if

of N•+ includethe shocktube measurements
of Cunning- the rate coefficientis smaller by about 25%, closer to the

ham and Hobson[1972],who reportedvaluesthat exhibited value measured in the microwave afterglow and shock tube
a temperaturedependence
of T•-ø'z• and extrapolated
to studies,and that computedby Guberrnan[1991].
Dissociative
recombination
of N•+ mayproceed
in thefol1.78x !0 -• cm3s-1 at 300 K, and thoseof Mehr and Biondi
[1969], who performeda microwaveafterglowexperiment lowing channels:
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(Rla)
(//lb)
(Rlc)
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the adoption of this rate coefficient, the sourceof NO due to

this reactionis not greatly affectedbecausereaction(R16)

is themajorlossprocess
for N(:D) overall altitudesbelow

N•
++

about

180 kin.

This reaction is thus potentially an important sourceof electronically excited nitrogen atoms, the magnitude of which
depends on the branching ratios into the above channels.

The density profiles of the major ions obtained in our low
and high solar activity model calculationsare shownin Figures 3a and 3b, where the low solar activity profiles are com-

The experimentsof Queffelecet al. [1985] suggestedthat
the predominantchannelis (Rib), with an upper limit of
10% of the reactionsproceedingaccordingto (Rla). The
calculationsof Guberrnan[1991]indicate,however,that in

pared to thosemeasuredby the RPA on Viking [Hansonet
al., 1977]. We found, as did Shinagawaand Cravens[1989],

dissociative
recombination
ofN•+(v - 0) themajorityofthe
recombinations,
about88%,produce
N(•S) + N(:D)(channel Rla). Gubermanhas suggested
that the yield may vary
substantially with the vibrational level of the ion and that

the results of Queffelecet al. [1985] may be appropriate to
vibrationally excited states.

The ionospherically
important reaction(R4)

O+ + N: • NO+ + N

that usingthe highelectrontemperatures,
the O•+ profile
can only be reproduced by assuming a loss processfor ions
at the top of the ionosphere. Therefore, we imposed an upward flux boundary condition at the top of the model, 395

km andfoundthat an 02+ fluxof 4.75x 10?cm-: s-• best
reproduces
the measured
O•+ densities.The short-dashed
linein Figure3a shows
the 02+ profileobtainedwitha zeroflux boundary condition and high electron temperatures; it
clearly illustrates that the measured densities cannot be reproduced within this model. The fluxes of the other major
ions are chosen so that

has been found to have a negative temperature dependence

at low energiesand a positive temperature dependenceat
high energies. We have fitted the data presented by Burley

et al. [1987] with the two expressions
presentedin Table
1 for the temperature regions Ti < 1625 and Ti > 1625.

Reaction(R3) produces
an N(:D) at least90%of the time
[Frederickand Rusch,!977] and we assumehere that the

the ratios

of their

fluxes

to that

of

O•+ areapproximately
equalto theratioof thedensities
at
the upper boundary of the model. Equivalently, the ion velocities are assumed to be equal, with a value of about 0.91

kms-•.

This seemsto be a reasonableassumption,since

the minor ions are probably entrained in the flow of the

majorion, O•+. The resultingfluxesof COt, N•+, O+, and
NO+ in the low solaractivity modelare givenin Table 2.
The agreement
betweenthe measured
and modelO+ den-

yieldsare 90%N(2D) and 10%N(•S). Althoughthe rate
coefficient
for reactionof O++ with N: (reaction(R6)) has sity profiles lends some support to this procedure. There
been measured, the products are unknown. Because of the
large exothermicity, we assumethat the dlssociativechannel
dominates.

The rate coefficientfor reaction(R10)

N+ + O: • N + O•+
is well established, but the distributions of the electronic
states of the product N atoms has been measured only re-

cently by O'Keefe et al. [1986], who reported that 30% of

the N atomsare producedin the 2D state and 70% in the
•S state. Althoughthis reactionis of minor importancein

are no in situ measured densities at high solar activity, and
we have somewhat arbitrarily assumed that the upward ve-

locities(0.88kms-i) are closeto thoseof thelowsolaractivity model. We were, however, unable to impose upward
velocities as large as those of the low solar activity model,
probably because the higher ion densities reduce the diffusion coefficientsin the high solar activity model. This would
seem to indicate that the upward fluxes we have imposed,
which are also shown in Table 2, are close to their limiting
values.

4. ODD N•TP•OC•EN DENS•TIES

the Martian ionosphere, where the O2 densities are small,
the reverse reaction for the nearly thermoneutral channel

Altitudeprofilesof the densitiesof NO, N(•S), N(2D),
in Figure4, alongwith the meain whichN(2D) is produced
is potentiallyimportant.The andN(2P) are presented
sured
values
for
NO
from
Viking
1 [Nier andMcElroy,1976].
measurement
of theN(•D) yieldin reaction(R10)makesit
possibleto derivea rate coefficientfor reaction (till)
garno, 1970].

[Dal-

Because of the location of the lower boundary at 100 km in
our model, it is necessary to allow for downward fluxes of

Themajorlossprocesses
forN(2D) includequenching
by N(4S) andNO, whicharelostpartly by transportto lower
atomic oxygen(R15), and reactionwith CO: (R16). The
rate coefficientfor reaction (R15) has been the subject of

altitudes. While we have imposed photochemical equilibrium lower boundary conditions on the ions and zero-flux

much controversy in recent years, since the measurement of

boundaryconditions
on N(2D) and N(2P), for N('$) and

Jusinskiet al. [1988]showedthe reactionto proceedat rates

NO, we have required that the logarithmic derivatives of
the density profiles at 100 km equal those in the model of

that were 20-40 times the previously accepted values. Sub-

sequently,however,measurementsof Piper [1989] and Fell Yung et al. [1977], in which the lower boundary was at 60
.et al. [1990]have yieldedrate coefficientsnear the previous km. Experimentation with different boundary conditions

values. We adopt the value 6.9 x 10-lz cmss-1 reported

showed

by Fell et al., as well as their rate coefficient for reaction of

to the choice of boundary conditions and therefore are of
limited validity, but densities at 130 km and above are rela-

N(2D) with NO (reaction(R17)). The rate coefficient
for
reaction(P•I6)

N(:D) + CO: • NO+ CO,

that

the

NO

densities

below

120 km

are sensitive

tively unaffected. At 130 km, chemical production and loss
of NO in our model differ by only 5%. Figure 4 showsthat
the computed NO densities above 130 km are a factor of 2-3

wastaken from the measurements
of Piper et al. [1987]and smaller than the measured values. This discrepancy cannot
is slightly larger than the value recommended by Schofield be resolved by changesin any of the reactions that intercon[1979]. Althoughthe N(2D) densityprofileis reducedby vert odd nitrogen speciesor in the yields of electronic states
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ing the crosssection for electron impact dissociationof N•

the totaloddnitrogendensities
(N(4S) + N(2D) + N(2P)

measuredby Winters [1966] by a factor of 5 for energies
+NO) in the modelare significantlylessthan the measured lessthan 40 eV, thus increasingthe sourceof odd nitrogen.
NO densities. It is necessary therefore to conclude that eiBy comparingthe total crosssectionsfor electron-impact
ther the total production rate of odd nitrogen is underesti- excitation of singlet states of N• derived from generalized
mated

in the model

or the loss rate is overestimated.

oscillator strength data to their measured emissionscross

The major sourcesof odd nitrogen are photodissociation,
electron impact dissociation and dissociative ionization of
N=, and a few ionospheric reactions shown in Table l: dis-

sections,Zipf and McLaughlin[1978]showedthat the Winters crosssectionsare fairly accurate under optically thin

conditions.
Because
discreteabsorption
intopredissociating

sociative
recombination
of N• (reaction
(R1)), andtheion- singletstates dominatesthe photodissociationcrosssections
thecross
sections
at thesewavelengths
moleculereaction, (R3), (R4), and (R6). Our modelshows from668to 1000.1.,
that the source due to ion-molecule reactions is small, so uncertainties

in those rate coefficients

or in the model ion den-

sities will not have a significant effect on the odd-nitrogen

showconsiderablestructure. The N• absorptionand ionization crosssectionsthat we haveusedare thosepresentedby
Kirby et al. [1979],and are square-wavefits to the data of

[1969],Carter[1972],andCookandMetz#er[1964].
productionrates. McElroy et al. [1976]obtainedagreement Huffman
between the measured and model NO profiles by incredsTABLE 2. Upward Fluxes of the Major Ions Assumed
at the Upper Boundary of the Model

Species

Low Solar
Activity

High Solar
Activity

Flux,cm- 2 s- 1

Flux, cm- 2 s- 1

The photodissociation cross section shortward of the ioniza-

tionthreshold,796.1.,
is assumed
to bethedifference
between
the photoabsorptioncrosssectionand the photoionization
crosssection.The potential for inaccuracyin the photodissociationcrosssectionsis considerable,and it is possible
that in orderto obtainaccurateN atom productionrates,it
will be necessaryto constructhigh-resolutioncrosssections
appropriateto temperaturesin the Martian thermosphere,
similar to the procedure that has been carried out for disso-

O•

4.75(7)
a

6.82(7)

O+
NO+

4.96(6)
1.96(6)

1.63(7)
4.20(6)

CO•
+

1.92(6)

8.88(6)

Read as 4.75 X 107.

ciation of CO in the Venus thermosphereby Fox and Black

[1989],and dissociation
of H: in the Jovianthermosphere
by Kirn and Fox [1991]. Unlike the caseof H: on Jupiter,
(but likeCO onVenus),absorption
in thewavelength
range
of intereston Mars will not be dominatedby N•, so effects
on the opticaldepth of solarphotonswill be negligible.It is
possible,however,that the productionratesof N atomsmay
be in error by up to a factor of 2 or so. Such effects should

300
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Fig. 4. Computedaltitudeprofilesof the densities
of N(4$), N(aD), N(aP), and NO in the Martian atmosphere.
The dashedcurves
are the computedprofilesfor a modelin which the rate coefficientfor reaction(R19) of Davidsonand Hanson [1990]is adopted. The
squaresare the measuredvaluesfrom Viking 1 [Niev and McEb'oll, 1976].
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be investigated, but since photodissociation contributes less

than 40% of the N atom production below 145 km, the potential impact of constructing and employing high resolution
cross sections is limited.

The major loss processfor odd nitrogen in the thermo-

sphereof Mars is reaction(R19)

=

(s)

whereAf•s is the columndensityof lSNl•N and the deficiencyfactorR = fc(t)/fo(t) is the net relativeescaperate

of lsN compared
to •4N[McElroy
et al., 1976;Nieret al.,
1976]. If the escapemechanismsthemselvesdo not con-

N(4$) + NO -• N: + O.

tributeto the isotopediscrimination,
thenR is equalto the

In our standardmodel we adopt the rat• coefficient($.4 x

ratioof lSNto l*N at theexobase.
Usingeddydiffusion
co-

efficientsderivedfrom the Viking measurements,
McElroy
10-ll cmzs-1) recommended
by Atkinzonet al. [1989](see et al. [1977]computeda valueof 0.82 for R. The time rate
also DeMote et al. [1992]) for temperaturesfrom 200 to of changeof the isotopeenhancement
f is givenby
400 K. The temperatures in the lower Martian thermo-

di(t)
a(t)]
sphere are, however, outside this range [McElroy et al.,
dt-'=
Af,(t) '
(4)
1976]. Clyne and McDerrnid [1975] studied the reaction
in a dischargeflow system and reported a value for kip of
[Nier et al., 1976]. This equationalsocanbe integrated
8.2rE1.4 x 10-•lexp[-(410 rE120)K/T]cm•s-1. The pos- backwardin time, takingcareto accountproperlyfor vari-

itive temperature coefficient was interpreted as suggesting
ationsin the escaperatesdue changes
in the composition
the presenceof a small activation barrier of 820 cal/mol

(0.035 eV). More recenthigh-temperaturemeasurements
by
Davidzon and Hanzon [1990] have indicated a larger barrier of about 0.07 eV. If such an activation barrier exists,
the rate coefficient may well be smaller at temperatures
that prevail in the lower thermosphere of Mars than at the
higher temperatures of the terrestrial middle atmosphere

or lower thermosphere. In the altitude region where NO

densitiesare reported, about 128-145 km [Nier and McElroy, 1976], temperaturesinferred from the Viking 1 neutral mass spectrometer data range from about 120 to 180 K

[McElroyet a! 1976]. Temperaturesderivedfrom Viking 2
data

oscillate

between

about

130 and 150 K over the alti-

tude range where NO densities were reported, 115 to 137

kin. The expressionof Clyne and McDerrnid [1975] implies that the rate coefficient varies from 2.7 x 10-l= to

of the atmosphere,
the altitudeof the homopause,
and the

altitude

of the exobase.

We assumedthat the homopause
in the past wasat the
same pressurelevel as it is at present, consistentwith the

conclusion
of Leovy[1982].The variationof theescape
mechanisms
withtimewascomputed
by Fo• andDalgarno
[1983],
andtheirresult,whichweadoptedhere,will be brieflysummarized. The escapefluxesdue to photodissociation
and
dissociativeionization of N:, as well as to dissociativere-

combination
of N•+, areproportional
to themixingratioof
N: for smallmixingratios. As N: becomesthe major constituentof the atmosphere,the N: densitydeterminesthe
altitudeof the exobase
and the escaperate reaches
a limit-

ing value.The source
dueto reaction(R3) is proportional
to the densityof O as well as to that of N:. As the N:
abundance
increases,
the rate initially increases,
but then

8.4 x 10-l= cmzs-1 from120to 180K. If weadopttherate reachesa maximum and beginsto decreaseas the exobase
coefficient
forreaction(R19) of DavidsonandHanzon[1990], densityof O decreases.Similarly,the flux due to reaction
7.1 x 10-•øexp(-767/T)cm• s-•, alongwith the smoothed

(R6)initiallyincreases
astheN: mixingratioincreases,
but
eventually
lossof O++ is mainlyby reactionwith Ns. At
nitrogen densitiesgiven by the dashedlines in Figure 4. thispoint,sincethedensityof O++ is inversely
proportional
Substantial agreement of the computed NO densitieswith
to
that
of
N:,
the
rate
of
the
reaction
is
proportional
only
the measured values is obtained. The values are similar to
to the atomicoxygendensity,and the escapeflux decreases
thoseobtainedusing a temperature independentrate coefmorestronglythan that dueto reaction(R3). Numerical
ficient of 6.3 x 10-i= cm• s-1 , the value derivedfrom the
temperature profile shown in Figure 2, we obtain the odd

expression
of Clyneand McDerrnid[1975]for a temperature
of 160 K.

5. NIT1•OOEN

ESCAPE

Escapeof nitrogenfrom Mars is due to severalnonthermal

values
canbefoundin Figure3 ofFo•andDalgarno
[1983].

Theescape
mechanisms
andthecomputed
fluxesarepresentedin Table3. The sources
dueto photodlssociation,
photodissociative
ionization,
andphotoelectron
impactdissociative
ionizationarethe sameasthosepresented
by Fo•

andDalgarno
[•983]andFo•[1989].Prokop
andZip.f[1982]

havereportedthat theaverage
energyof N atomsproduced
the escaperate is significantand likely to accountfor the in electron
impactdissociation
ofN: isabout0.45eV,signifenergyofan N atom.Therefore,
observed
enhancement
in thelSN:•4Nisotope
ratio[McElroy icantlylessthantheescape
that theescape
fluxdueto electron
impact
et al., 1976;Nier et al., 1976;Foe and Dalgarno,1980, 1983; wehaveassumed
is negligible.The sources
dueto dissociative
reFoe, 1989]. If the currentescaperate of nitrogenatomsis dissociation
andion-molecule
reactions
havebeenupdated
known, the initial columndensityand isotopeenhancement combination
escape mechanisms. Previous studies have established that

over the age of the solar systemcan be computed. If we call

to accountfor changesin our ionosphericmodel. Dissocia-

of N2
+ canproceed
by a number
of dif•b(t)the 14N2fluxat timet, andAll4the columndensity'tire recombination
but sufficient
energyis available
for escape
of l'N:, thenthe initialcolumndensitycanbe foundby ferentchannels,
integrating
onlyif theproducts
areN(:D) + N(4S). Theexothermicity
for
this
channel
is
3.45
eV, abouttwicethe escape
energy
d• •
dt

-

(2)

over the age of the solar system,4.5 b.y. Similarly,the fl•

of •N•N is givenby

forl*N at theMartian
exobase,
1.74eV.Theescape
energy

oflSN,1.86eV,ismore
than14/29(thefraction
ofenergy

that the lSN will departwith in dissociative
recombination

oflSN!4N+)
oftheavailable
energy,
anddifferential
escape
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TABLE3. Computed
14NEscape
Fluxes
Escape
Flux, 10scm-2 s- 1
LowSAa

High SAa

N2 + hu --• N + N

Process

o.59

1.4

Average
1.0

N2 + hu • N + + N + e
N2 + e --• N + + N + 2e

o.•7
0.•4

0.60
0.4s

0.39
0.3•

N•+ + O -• NO+ + N

0.49

•.40

0.95

O++ + N2 • N+ + N + O+

0.059

0.17

0.•

N•+ + e • N + N

o.5s

3.5

2.0

Total

2.0

7.5

4.8
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Themodel
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thesameasthat described
by FozandDalgarno[1983].

of •4N andlSN occurs
if theN• is in thegroundvibrational (AaYI,,• X:• +) bands.The computed
distribution,
prestate. A detailed calculationby Wallis [1978]showedthat
the escapeprobabilityfor an 14Nreleasedin dissociative
re-

sentedin Figure 5, showsthat at low altitudesquenchingis
effectivein limiting the fractionvibrationallyexcitedto 20%,
combination
of N•+ in the groundvibrational
levelis 41.6% but at higher altitudes the fraction vibrationally excited
andthatforlSNis 23.7%.If theN•+ is vibrationally
excited, increasesto 43% near 200 km. Although the vibrational
0.27 eV is added to the exothermicity for every quantum of distributionwascomputedassumingphotochemicalequilibexcitation and the isotope discrimination is diminished considerably.
In order to compute the isotope fractionation rate, we

rium, the distribution is nearly constant above the altitudes

Martian ionosphereusing an updated version of the model

distribution as those produced locally. The fractions in the

where photochemicalequilibriumbreaks down, about 220

km. Thus the N•+ ionsat thosealtitudesthat are transhavecomputedthe vibrationaldistributionof N•+ in the portedfrom nearbyregionswill havethe samevibrational
of Fox and Dalgarno[1983],whichis similarto the terrestrial first six vibrational levels at the Martian exobase,near 200
modelof Fox and Dalgarno[1985]. The mostimportant pro- km, are given in Table 4.

cessin determining
thevibrational
distribution
of N•+ near
the exobase(200 km) is fluorescentscatteringof solar ra-

The isotope fractionation is highly dependent on the number of dissociative recombinations assumed to proceed via

diationin the firstnegative
(B'Z•+ • X'Z•+) andMeinel the N(•$) + N(:D) channel,
reaction(Rla). Foa•andDal-
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õarno[1983]assumedthat the channelswereproducedin a
statistical distribution, which would imply that 24% of the

recombination
of N•+ in the groundvibrational
stateis the
N(4S)+ N(2D) channel,
with a yieldof 0.88,significantly

dissociative
recombinations
produceN(45) + N('D). The

largereventhan that assumed
by Fox and Dalgarno[1985],

predicted isotope enhancement over the terrestrial value in

and muchlarger than indicatedby the experimentsof Quef-

this modelwasmorethan-2.5,from whichit wasinferred felecet al. [1985].Guberman
notedthat theyieldof N(•D)
that the escape rate had been reduced in the past, possibly
+ N(•D) maybe largerfor dissociative
recombination
from
by the presence of a dense, early atmosphere. Later experivibrationally
excitedN•+. In thisworkwehaveusedtheyield
mentsonthedissociative
recombination
of N•+ by Queffelec suggestedby Guberman for dissociativerecombination from

ground
stateN•+ andthatof Queffelec
etal.forN:+ in vibra-

et al. [1985] suggested,however,that the major product

channelis N(2D) + N(2D), for whichthe exothermicity
is

tionally excited states. The computedisotope enhancement
ratio as a function of time beforepresentis shownin Figure 6, and the column density of N• is shownin Figure 7.
recombinations
proceeding
by the N(' S) + N(•D) channel. We find that the total N escaperate is only slightlylarger
only 1.06 eV, much less than necessaryfor escapeof N. They
placed an upper limit of 10% on the fraction of dissociative

Calculations based on the yields reported by Queffelecet al.

but the •N:•4N isotopefractionation
is significantly
more

[1985]for an earlier Martian ionospheremodel with lower

effectivethan that of the model based on the Queffelecet al.

electron temperatures and a zero flux upper ion boundary

conditionIFps,1989]gaveinitial isotoperatiosof 1.7-2.0 and

yields [Fox, 1989]. The predictedisotopeenhancementafter
4.5 b.y. is about 2.6, considerablylarger than the observed

initial columndensities
of about(5.7 - 8.5) x 10• cm-•.

value,whichis achievedin only 1.4 x 10• years.

Recently,Guberrnan[1991]has carriedout ab initio cal-

This result is superficiallysimilar to that obtainedby Fo•

culations that show that the major channel for dissociative

and Dalgarno[!983] becauseof a cancellationof effects:the
dissociativerecombinationrate is smaller, but the escape
e•ciency is larger due to the adoption of the yields of Gu-

betman. The N•+ profileitselfis similarto that presented

TABLE
4. Vibration
Distribution
ofN•
+ atthe

by Fo• and Dalgarno[1983],largelybecausethe major loss

Martian Exobase(200 kin)

processesfor N• over most of the exosphereare the reactions

Fraction

with CO2 and O. Dissociative recombination

0.573
0.208

assumed that low electron temperatures caused e•cient loss

0.105

of O•+ and othermolecular
ionsby dissociative
recombina-

0.056

tion, but now an ion loss processis imposed at the upper
boundary. If an early atmospherewith an initial CO• pressure of 2 bars is assumed,exponential lossof the atmosphere

0.0326

0.0256

'

'

'

I

becomes im-

portant in this model only near $00 km. Previously, it was

'

'
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Fig. 6. Isotope enhancement ratio relative to the terrestrial value that is predicted to occur during the time indicated before the
present. In the calculation the escape rate and isotope differentiation rate are derived by integrating backward in time, taking into
account changes in the composition of the atmosphere, the height of the exobase and the homopause. The solid curve is for no
suppression of escape over the age of the solar system. The dashed curve is for an initial atmosphere of 2 bars of CO• that is lost
exponentially with a time constant of about 700 m.y.
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with a time constantof 2.2 x l0 is s, about700 m.y., gives whicharerelativelywellknown.About a third of the N=
+ at
the observed isotope enhancement ratio of 1.62 and an initial

the exobase is, however, produced by charge transfer from

N2 columndensityof 2.6 x 1022cm-2. The isotopeenhance- O+(2D). Althoughthe rate coefficient
for the reactionis
ment ratio and the initial column density as a function of
time for this case are represented by the dashed curves in
Figures 6 and 7. An initial CO2 pressure of 1 bar yields the
measured value for the isotope ratio if the time constant for

fairly well defined, having been measured and found to be

nearly gaskinetic by Johnsenand Biondi [1980]and Rowe

et al. [1980],the densities
of O+(2D) arestill somewhat
uncertain but are obtained self-consistently in the models. The

lossis 2.6x l0is s (840m.y.) Observations
of branching
val- majormechanism
for lossof O+(2D) is reactionwith CO2,
ley networks on the surface of Mars have been interpreted
as showing that liquid water was present early in the history of the planet, and therefore the early atmosphere must
have been warm and dense. Analyses suggest that such an
atmosphere would, however, have been unstable, since CO2
would have been rapidly deposited as carbonates in the pres-

the rate coefficient for which has recently been measured by

five recombination of both ground state and vibrationally

with CO2 is still much faster than quenching by O. '

Viggianoet al. [1990],as mentionedabove. But the rate for

quenching
of O+(2D) by O hasnot beenmeasured.
In our

standardmodel, we assumea rate coefficientof 1 x 10-ll
cm3s-1 , assuggested
by Orsiniet al. [1977]froman analysis
of Atmosphere
Explorerdata. A valueof 1 x 10-lø wassugence of liquid water [e.g., Pollack et al., 1987; Cart, 1989; gestedby Oppenheimeret al. [1976]. The use of the larger
McKay and Stoker,1989].
value,however,
reduces
theN2
+ densities
at theexobase
(and
If the experimental upper limit for the yield of channel thereforethe dissociativerecombinationrate) by only about
(R.la) derivedby Queffelecet al. [1985]is usedfor ais•ocia- 5%. Evenwith thislargerrate,lossof O+(2D) by reaction

excitedN•+ in the revisedionospheric
model,the predicted

The majorlossmechanism
for N•+ at the Martianexobase

isotopeenhancement
ratio is 1.63, nearly equalto the mea- is charge transfer to CO2, which proceeds with a nearly gas

kineticrate coefficient
of 7.7 x 10-lø cmas-1 [Smithet al.,
5.7 x 1022cm-2. This modelwouldnot allowfor the pres- 1978]. Sincedissociativerecombinationis not as important

sured value; the initial column density of N2 would be about

ence of a dense initial atmosphere unless it was lost extremely rapidly.

in determining
thedensities
of N•+ at the exobase,
a reduction in the dissociative

recombination

the computed escape rate.
6. EFFECT OF UNCERTAINTIES IN THE
IONOSPHERIC MODEL

coefficient

also reduces

If the dissociatlve recombina-

tioncoefficient
for N•+ that is appropriate
to the vibrational
distribution

that

exists at the Martian

exobase

is closer to

the values 1.6 - 1.8 x 10- • cm• s-1 that were measured in
the early shock tube and microwave afterglow experiments

The sourcedueto dissociative
recombination
of N•+ dependscriticallyon the modelN•+ densities,
whichhavenot [Cunninghamand Hobson, 1972; Mehr and Biondi, 1969]
been measuredin situ by any spacecraft,and on the value and obtainedin the calculationof Guberrnan[1991]for the
adopted for the dissociative recombination coefficient. The

ground vibrational level, then the escape flux due to disso-

major productionmechanisms
for N•+ are photoionizationciative recombination will be reduced by less than 25%. For
and electronimpact ionization of N2, the crosssectionsfor

this case, the predicted isotope enhancement ratio is found
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to decrease
by about10%to a valueof 2.34. Thus,although for •4N at high solaractivity. For our standardmodelwe
overhighand
the isotopeenhancement
effectis smaller,this casealsore- computea current•4N escaperate averaged
quiressomesuppression
oftheescape
overtime,suchasthat lowsolaractivityof 4.8 x 10• cm-2 s-•. Integratingbackward in time, we find that if the escapeis uninhibited, the
suppliedby a denseearly atmosphere.
predicted
•N/•aN ratiowouldbe a factorof 4 timestheterThe behavior of the rate coefficient with electron tem-

peratureis alsoimportant.In our first models[Foxand

restrial value, and the initial column density of N2 would be

Dalgarno,1980,1983],we assumedan electrontemperature 7.8 x 10• cm-•, about 13 timesthe currentabundance.If

profilethat waslowerat altitudes
above200km thanthe a dense early CO: atmosphere of 1-2 bars existed that was
ion temperatures
measured
by the Vikingspacecraft.
The lost exponentiallywith a time constantof 2.2 - 2.6 x 10•6 s
resultingdissociative
recombination
rateswerelargerand (• 700-800 m.y.), the measuredisotoperatio is obtained.
were assumedto be responsible
for the rapid falloff of the

O•+ andelectron
densities
at highaltitudes.
Changes
in the

The predicted•N:•aN isotoperatio and initial column

density of N• are, however, highly dependent on assump-

recombination
of N•+ at
rate coefficientsand the addition of transport to the model tionsmadeaboutthe dissociative
allowedthe electrontemperaturesto be increasedto values the exobase in the Martian ionosphere: on the rate coeffi-

temperatures
andyieldoftheN(2D) + N(4S)
equalto theiontemperatures
[Fox,1989].Therecentreport cient,electron
of Hansonand Mantas [1988]has shownthat the electron channel. Although much of the previous uncertainty about
temperatures
wereverylargeandcomparable
to thosecom- the electron temperatures has been resolved, there is still

putedby Rohrbaugh
et al. [1979]andChenet al. [1978],
at
least above 200 kin. In this model we adopt a similar T,

controversy about the rate coefficient for dissociative re-

combination
fromthegroundstateofN:+ , little information

about that from excited states, and almost a factor of 10
discrepancy
between measurements and calculations for the
electrontemperatures
arestill somewhat
smallerthanthose

profileto that computed
by Rohrbaugh
et al. [1979].Our

computed
by Chenet al. [1978]but by a factorof 50%or yield of channel(Rla). Modest variationsabout our stanlessovermost of the altitude rangefrom 200 to 300 kin. If

dard valueschangethe initial CO• pressurerequired (or,

the electrontemperature
in the modelis increased
by 50% equivalently)the time constantfor lossof a denseearly atabove200 kin, the dissociative
recombination
rate decreasesmosphere but have little effect on the basic conclusion, that

by about15%.Forthiscase,thepredicted
isotopeenhance-such an atmosphere is required to suppressthe escape of N
ment ratio decreasesto about 2.47, so somesuppressionof atoms early in the planer's history.
escapeis still required.
In addition to these uncertainties in the model parame-
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assumedto be responsiblefor the lossof ions at the top
of the ionosphere.
We haveassumed
herethat the upward
transportof plasmais by arebipolar
diffusion.
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